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Do you have to adapt to the height of the checkout counter?

Checkout counters are just one of many intensively used installations that can benefit from height adjustability. The more often and the longer a person works in the same workspace, the more important it is to equip this as comfortable and ergonomic as possible. Optimal working conditions reduce the risk of back problems and are one of the methods to increase the employee’s well-being and productivity.

A partnership built on knowledge

Multilevel cooperation with our customers is extremely important. It benefits both LINAK and the customers. The partnership is the driving force behind R&D, aftersales, logistics, manufacturing and marketing.
Powered by LINAK® electric actuators. Height adjustable counters allow all members of the staff to pick a position that is right for them, anytime of the day, whatever the task.
Workplace flexibility
There are numerous types of counters where height adjustability is an advantage

Information counters
Reduce absence due to illness among employees working at information counters and offer them ergonomically correct working conditions with height adjustable information counters! When several employees use the same counter during the day, a fast adjustment is required. LINAK’s solutions for adjustable information counters can include a desk panel with memory positions for easy adjustment that matches the needs of the individual employee.

Checkout counters
It is difficult to accommodate a diverse workforce with a standard “one size fits all” checkout counter. A height adjustable counter improves the comfort for the employees by preventing pains in the neck, shoulders and arms. Adjustment of the counter can be made in different ways; raising a part of the checkout counter with the cash register is an alternative to adjusting the complete checkout counter.
Show and display cases

Adding electric height adjustment to your display cases gives the shop owner several advantages. During the opening hours the display is used for product demonstration — height adjustment could be beneficial in order to give the customer the best possible view. By lowering the display into a fixed base during the closing hours, the height adjustment helps the shop owner to stay in control of who has access to the displayed products.

Self-service kiosks

When shop owners are looking for self-service kiosks or interactive kiosks for their shops, they should have the possibility of choosing a height adjustable self-service kiosk in order to make it fit all types of users, no matter if they are tall, small or in a wheelchair! LINAK offers a wide range of well-proven systems that matches the needs for adjustment of self-service kiosks; systems that are easy to use.
Lifting column solutions

**Baselift**
- Speed: 14 mm/sec.
- Max thrust: 1500 N
- Stroke length: 100 mm
- Built-in dim: 100 mm

For height adjustable counters and display cases

**Column DL1A**
- Max thrust: 1600 N
- Stroke length: 300, 350, 500 mm

For large checkouts requiring high lifting capacity

**Column DL2**
- Max thrust: 1000 - 2500 N
- Stroke length: 350 or 500 mm

For large checkouts requiring high lifting capacity

**Control box**
- CBD6S

**Desk panel**
- DPF1C
**Column DL6**  
Max thrust: 800 - 1200 N  
Stroke length: 650 mm  
For height adjustable counters

**Column DL12**  
Max thrust: 700 N/leg  
Stroke length: 660 mm  
For height adjustable counters

**Column DL17**  
Max thrust: 700 N/leg  
Stroke length: 660 mm  
For height adjustable counters

Please, find the full LINAK® product programme on www.linak.com/deskline
Perfection in movement

If you are looking for adding movement to your shop interiors, a height adjustable DESKLINE® electric actuator solution is the easy flexible way to gain the competitive edge and improve your business. LINAK provides a solution where all components are developed to work together ensuring that you get the best result when it comes to sound level and use. To this add optimum logistics as all control boxes and control panels are compatible with all columns as standard. This is what we call plug & play.

For further information, please visit our website:
www.linak.com/deskline